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WORDS OF OUR BELOVED PROPHET

A few members of the Canadian Raelian Movement have recently left our organization
following a rumor that the baby Eve never existed. Our Beloved Prophet made the
following statement:
“I am very happy about all this... I say it every seminar, but maybe nobody believes me: I
prefer to have half of the members but strong people rather than the double of them but
weak... as I did 30 years ago when I was ready to expel 50 % of the Madech members ...
So that's good news... We must thank the "antibodies" we have, as an immune system
works, which helps the weak people to leave the structure. They can pretend it's
because of the cloning of Eve or anything else, but the truth is that Quebec people are
going through a very big social rejection due to media hatred campaigns, which makes
being Raelian less fashionable and very uncomfortable. The proof is that there are no
people leaving the Movement now in any other countries...only Quebec people... So the
Quebec people who will stay strong will be stronger than the Raelians of other countries
who do not yet have this privilege of having their faith tested by strong public opposition.”
For people who want to leave the structure, the Raelian Movement encourages them to
quit immediately and officially by sending a letter of resignation to their leader. For people
who not only want to leave the structure, but have lost their faith in the Messages and
criticize, trying to convince others to do the same, we ask them to apostatize from the
Raelian Movement. If they refuse to do so, their baptism will be cancelled, and they will be
forbidden to participate in any Raelian meeting.
We wish them the best and to be as happy as possible in their life! We will never try to
push anyone back into the Movement, on the contrary, if one day one decides to come
back it may not be easy for him or her to have the same level of responsibility as he/she
failed one time already.

SUNDAY 11 O’CLOCK CONTACT
Sunday contact is at 11am and will always remain in force, but it can be done as a group
or just alone staying at home. What is no longer obligatory is the monthly gathering at
11am, because in some areas like Florida, many people are used to going out late, work
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nights, or have problems getting up early on sundays and expressed their wish for the
monthly meeting to be held in the evening, followed by a meal together and this is fine.
When regions or countries wish it, they can have their monthly Sunday gathering in the
afternoon or evening, or even on Saturday at whatever time they wish. But the contact
itself remains at 11am whether done as a group together or alone.

A New Guide in Florida
It's our great pleasure to tell you that our Beloved Prophet Rael named
Andre Pinsonneault as Guide. Welcome back in the college dear Andre
J

NEO SEXISM

In recent weeks there has been a lot of media coverage of at least a dozen sexy, young,
female American teachers that were arrested and prosecuted for "rape" for having sex
with their 13 to 15 year old male students. It would be arguable to accuse a 21 year old
100 pound tiny and sexy female teacher of "raping" a 120 pound muscularly trained 15
year old boy...but that's the terms of the law... even if nobody can understand how a boy
can be raped by a woman if he has no sexual erection.
But that's not what is shocking. What is totally revolting, and should be especially for
feminist activists who are surprisingly silent about it, is that many liberal
commentators including Bill Maher are saying : " if a 35 year old man teacher has sexual
relationship with a 15 year old girl that deserves a harsh punishment but if it's a female
35 year old teacher with a 15 year old boy justice should be more lenient as they are
almost helping the sexual development of the teenagers boys, and as we all dreamt about
this kind of experience when we were this age". And they add that "having sex with a 35
year old man would be psychologically damaging for a 15 year old girl but very
educational for a 15 year old boy" .
That's a totally disrespectful sexist comment and analysis and I am very surprised that no
feminist activist protested against it.
It is scientifically proven that girls reach puberty at a much younger age than boys.
According to some scientific research an average of age 12 for girls and age 14 for boys.
That's purely physical. Now do these neo-sexists pretend that the girls are less mature
emotionally ? Here again scientific data proves that it's precisely the opposite as girls at
12 are usually as mature as 16 year old boys, according to some studies. Are they then
assuming that girls are less intelligent than boys at this age?
Wrong again, all data proves that at the same age teenage girls perform better in IQ tests
than boys... So what is it all about, if not pure sexism and macho judgments looking down
at girls ? Why would a young 15 year old woman be less able to make choice about her
way to discover sexuality than a boy the same age ? In fact, all these macho pseudo
liberals want is to keep the women as passive subjects gently waiting to be adults to make
their sexual choices while young boys are entitled to be active younger. This is pure
machism and should be protested and denounced by all feminists who are supposed to be
militant for equal treatment of men and women under any circumstances. If it is wrong
when the teacher is a man, it is also wrong when it's a woman and reciprocally and if it's
acceptable it's also acceptable both ways.
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PRORAEL
We mentionned this new official website in French a few weeks ago.... well,
www.prorael.org has been up and running for more than a month now.... you may
advertize it, visit it, chat and organize chats in its chatrooms, send us your testimonies and
all what you want to have published there that could be of interest to the French speaking
countries....
Hope you like it;-)

LIFE OF THE MOVEMENT

It feels so good to see the different approaches of the raelian teams
around the world, with their different realities, different creativities,
but their same beautiful strength and pleasure to be raelians....
In Lebanon

You probably remember Georges , our ex-Lebanese leader who was arrested and jailed for
over a month after attending a mini seminar in Jordan...
Since then, Georges was in contact with Leon, but not active, afraid of the consequences
of being arrested once again...
Here is an e-mail he just sent to Leon.... good to reflect on itJ
My dear Leon ,
Please, I want you to give me some work , some work that I can help the movement ,
specially on the net , trully i am still a little bit afraid to go public. But I don't want this
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problem to stop me in helping the movement , so please if you have anything that I can
help with, on the net and specialy on my computer . Please , I need this work , it will help
me to feel that I'm raelian and helping the movement , not just a person who is raelian
and doing nothing .
Thank you, Love, Georges

In Switzerland

The star of world chess, Alexandra
Kosteniuk, Women's Vice Champion of the
world of Chess received the Messages from
Jean-Marc Chevalley and Larissa gave
Uriel's book, with an African dossier, to
singer DEE DEE BRIDGEWATER.

Another team was in Freiburg at the time of
the concert of Tiken jah Fakoly,
www.tikenjah.net, musician from the Ivory
Coast,
an
engaging,
revolutionary,
prohibited artist in his native land because
he is too disturbing for the despotic,
treacherous heads and plunderers of the
African people. His last CD "Coup de
gueule" says much about his character. Allan tells us: We had taken five hundred leaflets
"Africa
awaken"
that we distributed
before the concert.
We
were
very
surprised by the
extraordinary
reception of this
leaflet.
People
came to take them
from our hands
and thanked us.
Yes,
Africa
is
popular
among
young people and
Uriel’s book arrives
at the right time to
give a new breath
to the diffusion of
the messages. "A
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black Christian is a traitor to the memory of his ancestors" is a vehicle which passes by
Africa to bring the messages of Elohim to Europe. I believe it's a clever shortcut which will
let us reach the Embassy sooner.. It is a new hope which will take us towards our final
objective. After the concert, it was Lili-peace, the leader of our mission, who gave a
personal note from Prince Kayemb Uriel and some nice words from X-ciel - an African
Raëlian who attended school with Tiken... I believe that a chest that is noticed opens the
doors more easily than a beautiful university diploma. After having given the book of
Nlongi, the singer promised to come share a meal at the house in July with Lili-Peace, he
will be with his group at the festival of Nyon one of the greatest festivals of music in
Europe.
In AUSTRALIA

On the day of femininity, while the Quebec Raelians were being booed, we were
applauded by more than 200,000 people at the gay parade in Sydney, the most popular
event of the year in Australia.
Admittedly we were with the Sunday revolutionaries as many marched to have fun, but we
did nevertheless transmit our revolutionary message. We were most politically incorrect.
We had signs "debaptise from your homophobic religion", "Churches created homophobia"
"Church apology and compensation for crimes against homosexuals". Even in a politically
correct parade we can be politically incorrect.
I felt that many people in the crowd applauded our messages.
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To continue with good news, according to one of the organizers we are the only non
aboriginal group which is invited to take part in an aboriginal walk of protest which will
take place at the beginning of May. Raelian women will march topless as we did the
previous year for “the day of the woman” to support the group of aboriginal dancers
which was arrested by the police force for dancing topless. Some of the raelian women
will also get dressed as sisters as they will escort aboriginal children to denounce all
removals of children from their families to put them in religious institutions (the stolen
generation).
And as they were moved by our signs supporting the aboriginal causes at another
occasion, these signs were very committed, denouncing the genocide, demanding
compensations and inviting people to apostatise and to return to their traditional religion ,
they will place an order for us to do all their signs for the protest.
That will surely be one of the greatest events for the aboriginal cause in Australia. It is an
honor to have been invited. And for sure it will not be a protest of Sunday
revolutionaries...

Femininity Day

We showed you some pictures of the raelian parade in Miami in the last contact, but here
is a picture that was published in a Korean newpaper
about the event and we just cannot resist sharing it ....
our sister Lisa is so beautiful!!! Enjoy!
In Switzerland, Dora, the leader of the angels there,
organized that same day, a Femininity Cafe....Here is
what she shared with us:
"The café was a success for a premiere!!! Marvellous
women were present and want to join us for our
meetings. We are happy with our performance!!!! For
us it is mission accomplished. ‘Radio lac’ was present to
record the program, which will be diffused this Saturday
in its entirety. Moreover the journalist interviewed
several people that were present, some men but mostly
guides, also some of the women, and gave me the word
to conclude.
Also present was a journalist from the newspaper ‘Lausanne cite,’ who remained until the
end and who will write a note on our evening in his newspaper. He appreciated the
evening and asked beautiful questions. He encouraged and supported us and he took an
active part!!!"
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In CHICAGO.... Is creativity
mandatoryJ?
The Chicago team has been very
productive.... you can admire the
different Tshirts they designed for
their outdoor diffusion on this
pamphlets inviting friends to their
potlucks.

Marina, Syndie and Chris also designed these “business” cards that seem very effective.
The template is available on intranet for those who would like to reproduce it....

Here is also the outcome of their last potluck... already added to the Raelab’s list of
projects;-)
“Tonight, we had a potluck. We had
an incredible outcome as a follow up
on the playboy meditation and the
femininity workshop...we were 21
among whom 11 new comers!
During potlucks, we usually talk
about the philosophy, watch a video
of The Prophet, and play team
games to integrate everyone and
create links between us all. Tonight,
to honor the Elohimization year, we
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created a contest, and 3 teams went on designing new forms of life. What an amazing
game, and great results!!! Everyone got animated! and I must now introduce you to
Snath, our new little creature...
Snath looks like a little jelly fish with 3 tentacles and 2 big seductive eyes. It is about 4
inches high; it lives under water, walks on the ground and is carried by the wind, like a
balloon.
Snath is transparent, and expresses itself by turning colors. It is a highly conscious being.
Snath has the softest skin and likes to caress. It is attracted by love and caring. Where
you can see snath, you are sure that love moments are being shared. And if you hear a
little whisper, you can lean towards Snath and will hear this little singing wissle repeating
"eat me!" "eat me!"
Snath is a yummy sweet little snack that gets his ultimate pleasure and orgasm by being
eaten.
When doing so, you will fuse with him and experience strong desire...It is a little
aphrodisiac :)
Wishing you all a Snath orgy :)
xX!
Marina”
IN SWEDEN

by Daniel Vandinja, national guide

120 books at conference in Sweden!
Many students in lower and upper
secondary school have contacted
the Swedish Movement to gather
information for various schoolessays on religions. Since all the
material that the students need is
accessible for free on the website,
the only thing remaining for them
to calm their curiosity is to meet
with us personally. Two or three
times a week I meet students to
answer their numerous questions.
After the interviews the teenagers are always surprised of how different and funny a
“Raelian” can be and this naturally lead to that
they tell their teachers how very nice and
respectful we are.
Due to this, more and more teachers, in the
subject of religion have invited us to come and
lecture about Raelism. A few days ago I spoke to
120 students at a school named LÈstradska in
Stockholm. Many intelligent questions were asked
after my resumé of the messages, and by the end
of the session I handed out 120 free CD-Roms
containing the book, audiobook, links to the
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websites and the video “Age of science.”
I cannot tell you how happy the students were to receive CDs like this! They reacted as
though they were given something of great value (which is true of course! ), and I’m quite
sure that they will all go home and insert the disk and watch the contents, and when they
are done they will probably save it, copy it or give it to someone else. People are
programmed not to throw away CDs.
Usually at conferences like this, we sell 1 or 2 books if we are lucky. Now 120 people
have their own copy of the world’s most revolutionary message!
In QUEBEC
Every 2nd Monday, raelians have gathered in front
of minister Marois office asking for an apology to
Rael for her bad behavior on tv. And we'll be there
again next Monday. Here is a picture of the brave in
Montreal at –20 degrees C

In TOKYO

by Kumiko Nagai

On March 20th, we held a demonstration
in Shibuya, Tokyo, to ask for the release
of ex-chess world champion Bobby
Fischer, and to spread the messages. The
70 raelians who participated in this
demonstration,
handed
out
1,000
pamphlets informing about Mr. Fischer
and 1,000 pamphlets containing the main
5 points of the Messages and our coming
events for this Spring season.
5 books were sold during the span of 2 hours and half. It was a warm day just before a
holiday and people seemed to be at peace. Many young people stopped to look at our
informative panels.
Shibuya ward is a popular gathering place for young people who come from other parts of
Tokyo and surrounding regions, and we will prepare more activities to make an impact
there.
For 7 months, Mr. Fischer has been kept in a detention center that is a 40 minute drive
away from Narita International Airport. He is poorly treated there.
I contacted his fiancee, Ms. Watai, and told her that Raelians were moving into action
following Our Prophet's call, and that we would hold a demonstration in Shibuya.
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Afterwards, I went to the detention center where Mr. Fischer is detained with the purpose
of handing him the Messages, but he refused to see me.
According to Ms. Watai, Mr. Fischer thinks of the Raelian Movement as a cult, and she did
not come to our demo following Mr. Fischer's advice. I told her about Our Prophet Rael
and the Raelian Movement and explained that "We Raelians do not blindly follow some
person, but that we act with our love and consciousness. So even though Mr. Fischer
misunderstands us, we will continue to do this demo in Shibuya in order to show how
irresponsible the Japanese Government is towards Japanese citizens!".
In Shibuya, we did not only sell books, but also made an impact with our speech. We
made an appeal about Mr. Fischer's circumstances and present condition, and how the
Japanese Government complies with America, and the attitude of the Foreign Secretary
who tells lies by saying that there is no pressure from President Bush. And yet, Mr.
Fischer's concerned parties and his lawyer have confirmed that this is a fact.
According to Ms. Watai, Mr. Fischer will receive the Icelandic citizenship and will be able to
leave Japan. It seems that he will not be forcefully returned to the U.S.A. (the citizenship
has been granted today!!!!)
I am grateful to Our Beloved Prophet Rael who called for a campaign to save him. There
are people who didn't know Mr. Fischer. Thank you for making us aware.

COMING EVENTS
From May 14th to May 22nd… remember… it will be THE U.S.
RAELIAN AWAKENING SEMINAR, Where CONSCIOUSNESS, PLEASURE, and
LOVE will meet!
You will experience: Revolutionary Teachings - Self-Discovery - Meditation Exercises - SelfLiberation - Joy, Humour, Laughter - and much much more... For the first time in the USA,
we will have a seminar that will last 8 days - this means that it is now an International
event and all "Aliens" are welcome, hihihi!!! Moreover, our Beloved Prophet will be there
and His teachings will be in English! So can it get any better than that? Absolutely!!! !
Literally everything is very very very cheap! From hotel rooms, to air fares, to seminar
fee... So the question I am compelled to ask you is: "Are you ready to Rock N Roll in the
desert :)))"
Please be sure to visit our website for more information:
http://www.rael.org/english/index.html and come in large numbers so that I end up
having to look for a bigger place ;-)
With All my Love,
Felix
US Seminar Coordinator
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On 6-7-8-9 October 2005 we will celebrate the 30th Anniversary of the 2nd encounter
in Switzerland .... reserve your date now... several events are scheduled. We will tell you
more in the next contactsJ
Une premiere !!! les stages européens auront bien lieu en Espagne.
Vous pouvez deja avoir un apercu des hotels reserves, en bord de mer....
L'indalo Park www.indalopark.com
Le Florida www.grupflorida.com

NEWS and VIEWS

Also available on www.raelianews.org

STEM CELLS – AN ACT OF LOVE
It is time for humanity to become truly humane

A very interesting case is unfolding in the US where the tycoon Robert Herring has
offered $1 million to Mr. Schiavo to release control of his vegetative wife’s life to her
parents, so that they can be kept her under artificial survival devices until stem cells can
cure her. Mr Herring a supporter of stem cell research, said he was moved to act after following the
legal battle and realising that time was running out for Mrs Schiavo. insisting he had no connections with the
woman's parents, husband or any organisation involved in the case. As, he said he believed that there was
hope of a medical cure and felt compelled to act.

RAEL and the International Raelian Movement congratulate Mr. Herring for his humane
and very accurate vision that technology will very soon be able to cure this woman.
The Prophet Rael declared today : This is a very interesting case. We support
euthanasia but we also support stem cells research, which in this case can effectively
bring any people back to normal lives. This could be a big problem for conservative
people who oppose both stem cell research and euthanasia. We support
both, with a priority for stem cell research and cloning! Thanks to this guy stem cell
research will be suddenly associated with an act of love! Wonderful...
This is an additional comment from Ricky Roehr, US national guide:
“This is a very interesting case and presents frustrating questions to the conservatives
who have painted themselves into a corner with contradictory rhetoric such as “life is
sacred” or “it’s god’s will”. As many Christians, they feel they know what is better for a
person than the person themselves. They would have this woman live in her pitiful
condition – even though it apparently goes against her wishes. They would save the life
of a fetus which would live a life of suffering but they usually support capital punishment!
They would have all retarded, deformed, incapacitated people, who were, by the way,
born this way through “natural God-condoned reproduction” live a life which is to be
pitied but the same people are fighting against the stem cell technology and human
cloning – the very thing which could cure ALL defects. They would shoot a
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suffering horse but make it illegal for a human being, suffering beyond their wildest
nightmares, to eliminate their own suffering!
Like the Pope, their parents “fought in the name of god” against science – science like
surgeries, blood transfusions, vaccines etc. But we should notice that they take their sick
children to the hospital instead of the church to be healed.
OK, so let’s try to assume that the “Christian right” is correct - that a god is responsible
for everything and this god has a “plan”. So that would mean that god gave Mrs. Schiavo
the eating disorder which put her in this position, that god caused the tidal wave which
killed 150,000, that god sends hurricanes, earthquakes, diseases which have killed
countless millions. This seems a logical deduction since people are always thanking god
for letting the “disaster do jour” pass them by! Let’s not forget that, in this scenario, that
god allowed the hijackers to kill 3,000 innocent Americans. Similarly, god surely causes
the majority of pregnancies miscarry in the first 3 months. If it were god’s plan that a
woman get pregnant, why would god allow the miscarriage and kill this baby? Did god
overlook something that day? Not possible! We’re speaking about God here! If everything
is a part of god’s plan then it is even MORE logical to argue that man’s ability to create
life is within the same god’s plan, since this god gave man the ability to do so!
Or, does it make even more sense to deduce that there is no god, that tidal waves and
earthquakes happen solely do to the physical nature of the universe, as do problems
arising from “natural reproduction” – and that it is man’s responsibility to better the
quality of life on this planet instead of waiting for a god to do it.
It is time to stop believing in such fairy tales and start acting as responsible adults instead
of blaming devils for bad things or giving credit to a god for good things. Even the Pope
was praying for rain while condemning Indian tribes for doing the same thing! And…have
you ever heard of an athlete blaming god for his dropping the ball or losing a match? J”.
Ricky Roehr of the U.S. Raelian Movement.
NZ RAELIANS claim euthanasia is their religious right.
The NZ Raelians wish to express their support to Lesley Martin, who is heading to the
Supreme Court this week in a bid to overturn her conviction for attempted murder.
Furthermore, they state that it is TIME to have the voluntary euthanasia laws reviewed in
New Zealand. “Let’s stop the suffering and leave behind the Christian values which keep
New Zealand locked in the past century.”
Mel Gibson's movie "the Passion" has made obvious how suffering is glorified by
Christianity and the condemnation of Lesley Martin shows how some dreadful Christian
values have perverted the law at the expense of our religious freedom.
For the Raelians to make or to let people suffer is an abomination, and euthanasia is part
of their religious and moral code of conduct. Raelians in New Zealand are therefore
denied the full practise of their religion.
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For Christians who like to suffer, to die suffering is their right, but that their religious
views on euthanasia be imposed by law to the rest of the community is a religious
discrimination and an attack to religious freedom.
The Raelian Movement asks New Zealand discriminatory laws on euthanasia to be
changed to allow terminally ill patients, or those whose quality of life has diminished to
an unacceptable extent, the right to a peaceful death with dignity at a time of
their own choosing. Euthanasia must be made legal and be protected as a religious right.
New Zealand should model itself on progressive countries such as the Netherlands,
Belgium and Switzerland who have passed laws that recognize voluntary euthanasia
as humane
and
compassionate
and
the
only
alternative
in
the
situation where terminal patients request the wish to have a merciful release from
prolonged and unnecessary suffering.
Until science and medicine progresses to the point where human suffering is no longer
an option, then and only then should we question the ethics of euthanasia.
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